
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LO: I can discuss how features may be damaged by human influences

LO: I can highlight the human and physical features of an area.

LO: Complete a piece of extended real-life writing to communicate 

knowledge gained through fieldwork experiences and enquiry, using key 

geographical vocabulary (Could be a report, persuasion, explanation)

LO: I can use first hand observation to investigate a place as part of local 

area enquiry

LO: I can use simple letter/number coordinates and simple grids to locate 

features

LO: I can use and understand basic geographical vocabulary to describe key 
physical features 

LO: Use 4 compass points to describe location major cities and towns, e.g. 
Cardiff is west of London, Edinburgh is north, etc. 

LO: Use symbols (Ordnance Survey) with a key to show features on a map 
of New Brighton 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

LO: I can explain the location of Europe and its relation to the equator

LO: I can use a range of sources of geographical information maps, atlases, 

digital/computer mapping to describe the climate of the Mediterranean

LO: I can use atlases to locate postcards/pictures of landscape features on a 

European Map

LO: I can annotate blank maps of the UK and Europe, drawing and naming 

major regions, mountains, hills, rivers and some coastal types

LO: I can name and develop knowledge of the geographical regions of 

Europe (capital cities, mountain regions, beaches and other tourists 

destinations

LO: I can describe what places around Europe are like in physical 

geographical terms (Physical: France is flat; Switzerland is Mountainous; 

Spain has a temperate climate)

LO: I can interpret OS symbols for mountains, coasts, rivers, contour lines 

and identify on maps

LO: I can use sketch maps and annotations to show key human and physical 

features of tourist areas

LO: I can understand scale on a map and locate several European cities and 

countries

LO: I can explain the location of Europe and its relation to the equator 



 

 

 

 

 

LO: Write a persuasive tourist brochure for one of the regions or take part 

in a debate to decide which is the best region to visit, justifying with 

geographical language and reasons

LO: I can compare different regions in the country using and drawing my 

own maps, adding annotations, e.g. facts, figures, drawings

LO: I can compare different regions using the key aspects of human 

geography, e.g. types of settlement, land use, economic activity, trade, 

natural resources, etc.

LO: I can describe how the regions have changed over time using 

appropriate geographical vocabulary

LO: I can explain how humans have altered the physical environment 

(deforestation)

LO: I can use atlases, satellite images, aerial views and digital mapping to 

describe the key physical and human characteristics, e.g. all the different 

environmental regions and major cities

’



 

 

LO: I can describe in writing, supported by an annotated map, all the 

different environmental regions within chosen continent, using Y6 level of 

geographical and scientific vocabulary

LO: I can interpret and use geographical resources to describe key physical 

and human characteristics, e.g. all the different environmental regions and 

major cities

LO: Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography using 

precise geographical vocabulary

LO: I can identify position and significance of latitude, longitude, equator, 

N/S Hemisphere, Tropics of Cancer/Capricorn, Arctic/Antarctic Circle and 

time zones within the context of this continent


